
Latest 
automatic 

~ member of 
world's foremost 
TLR system 
adds further 
versatility 
and handling 
ease 

MAMIYA 
C330 
The C330 offers all the traditional 
Mamiya features that have 
revolutionized TLR photography: 
complete interchangeability of lenses and 
finders, built-in closeup facilities and rugged, 
professional dependability. It also retains the 
automatic controls that made its predecessor 
one of the fastest-handling TLR's available. 

In addition, the C330 embodies important new advantages. Interchangeable finder screens. 
Use of 220 as well as 120 film without changing backs. Improved film/shutter transport and 
focusing scales. Yet the C330 weighs a full 10 ounces less than its forerunner. 

Backed by the wide-ranging Mamiya system of lenses and accessories, the C330 provides 
capabilities never before available to the TLR photographer. 
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FEATURE 
HIG HLIG HTS OF THE MAMIYA C330 

1. Interchangeable lenses C330 accepts all 7 lenses in the 
Mamiya system, from 55mm to 250mm; each in M-X synchro 
shutter with speeds from 1 second to l/500th. Lenses may be 
switched at any time, even in mid-roll, without risk of fogging 
film (automatic light-tight shield protects film during lens 
change). 

2. Interchangeable finders Self-erecting hood, with built-in 
magnifier and convertible into open-frame sportsfinder, inter
changes with accessory eyelevel finders and magnifying hood. 

3. Interchangeable finder screens Standard Fresnel-type 
screen, with matte spot, interchanges easily with any of 5 
others to suit any preference or special application. 

4. Improved automatic transport crank advances film and 
cocks shutter with one 360 0 forward swing; no back stroke 
required. Automatic double exposure prevention can be dis
engaged to permit intentional multiple exposures. 

5. Automatic parallax compensation indicates progressive 
change in picture area right on the viewing screen as camera 

. is focused at different distances; operates with all lenses. 
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6. Automatic exposure factor indicator shows exposure in
crease required for closeups and copying directly on viewing 
screen ; applicable to all lenses. 

7. Unique distance scale Newly designed hexagon scale for 7 
lenses rotates for selection of scale to match lens in use. 

8. 120/ 220 rollfilm capacity Simply rotate pressure plate for 
film used. This also, automatically, presets counter for corre
sponding number of exposures, (12, or 24, respectively). Back 
interchanges with accessory adapter for sheet film/ plate 
holders. 

OTHER MAMIYA C330 FEATURES: 
9. long extension bellows for closeups without special acces
sories (as close as 3" with 55mm lens) 10. dual focusing knobs 
11. improved, dual body shutter release 12. cable release socket 
13. auto-reset exposure counter 14. accessory shoe. 

C330 accepts all Mamiya TLR accessories except the previous 
sheet film adapter and the 220 rollfilm back. See separate 
sheet for details . 
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Specifications subject to change without notice. 

[IDIj Mamiya division of Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries; Inc. Garden City, N.Y. 11530. Other offices in Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles , San Francisco, and Silver Spring, Md. 
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